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SRTikjt = SRTikj + (2Wt   1) · SRTikj · wik · ( RP
GPt +RP ·Wt )
(2Wt 1)
DRTikt = DRTik + (2Wt   1) ·DRTik · wik · ( RP





























1 if PM j is performed inFM k of system i












1 if PM j should be performed inFM k of system i of
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mprikj ·GPt · (cna + cp) + cprikj












































































0, 0  vt < vi
RP · (a+ b · vt + c · v2t ) vi  vt < vr
RP vr  vt < vo


































t (zhikt = 1)
0  DRTikt  1 8i✏I, 8k✏K, 8t✏T
 t =
(
1 Rik(V Ahikt)  DRTikt
0 otherwise









k 6=1 zhikt   1
0 otherwise
8t✏T
✓t +  t  1 8t✏T
SRTikjt
0  SRTikjt  1 8i✏I, 8j✏J, 8k✏K, 8t✏T
 hikjt =
(
1 Rik(V Ahikt)  SRTikjt
0 otherwise
8h✏H, 8i✏I, 8k✏K, 8j✏J, 8t✏T
yhikjt   hikjt    hik(j+1)t 8h✏H, 8i✏I, 8k✏K, 8j✏J, 8t✏T












zhikt  1 8h✏H, 8t✏T
ET







zhikt ·mcik · (qcik)2  C ·NT ct + ETt 8t✏T






























 C · (NTmax  NT ct ) · 't 8t✏T






V Ahikt = (V Ahik(t 1) + 1) ·
⇣
1  zhikt · qcik   yhikjt · qprikj
⌘
8h✏H, 8i✏I, 8k✏K, 8j✏J, 8t✏T













LCC = f [SRTikj , DRTik, wik, V, p]
LCC = f [SRTikj = 0, DRTik = 0, wik = 0, V = 0, p = 0]
LCC = f [SRTikj , DRTik, wik = 0, V = 0, p = 0]




SRTi1j = 0.0, SRTi21 = 0.8, SRTi22 = 0.4, SRTi31 = 0.8, SRTi32 =
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